The NextGen: What are future owners looking for from their Luxury Assets?
by Lorna Titley

A new breed of yacht, jet and luxury property owner is significantly changing the
way luxury assets are being used. With the next generation coming into larger
fortunes than ever experienced before, be it due to inheritance or through
building their own tech business empires, the trends they set in motion will have a
big impact on the luxury industries.
So, what distinguishes Next Generation Owners from their predecessors? And what
are they looking for from their superyacht, private jet or luxury property? To gain
an insight, we assembled a panel of leading NextGen experts from across these
sectors to discuss their insights into what makes these new owners tick – and what
this means for luxury product design, technology, sustainability and even how we
communicate with future generations of owners.
In the superyacht industry, the first change you might
notice is in the actual look of the finished product. Design
is evolving as younger owners use their yachts for more
practical purposes, such as expedition, adventure or
research. “We have many requests from younger owners
under 50 years old. They want a practical luxury without too
many decorative frills,” says Stefano Inglese Vafiadis, Yacht
Designer at Studio Vafiadis.
Stefano Vafiadis
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His clients are increasingly asking for family-friendly designs with double
master cabins, one for the parents and one for themselves. The parents being
relatively young themselves, many require an onboard gym, with others being able
to indulge their passion for water activities via platforms that fold out – rather like
a Transformer - from openings on the side of the yacht. Even the glazing used in
current yacht designs needs to be considered, with younger owners wanting to
really see and appreciate their surroundings.
Silvia Andriotto of JTC Group observes a shifting
mind-set amongst clients at her family office and
multi-office practice. “We`re now seeing a move towards something functional rather than something you
can show off in,” she explains. “The new generation of
millennials are looking for experiences, they are looking
to contribute to society in many different ways.”
Silvia Andriotto

Silvia describes a wealthy Swiss artist whose residence in an under-developed area
of Cambodia housed a school where children could learn to cook, draw, learn
professions “For the client, it was all about contributing to local communities,” she
adds.
The journey away from conspicuous luxury towards a more pragmatic view of
high-end assets is echoed in the business aviation industry. The pandemic has been
the catalyst for much of this change. “The COVID year has been one of looking
at a jet as less of luxury and more of a requirement in terms of safety,” says Matteo
Atti, EVP Marketing & Innovation at VistaJet. “We have seen an incredible amount
of new customers coming to the industry and looking at it in a completely different
way.”

Matteo Atti

Comparisons between the superyacht and business
aviation industries can yield interesting results. Matteo Atti
notes that for jet users “Speed is a requirement, not for its
own sake, but because they want to feel that they are not
losing time.” For superyacht Owners, however, Stefano
Inglese Vafiadis observes that, “Speed is not important”.
What NextGen Owners are looking for is comfort and, he
adds, “Range – they want yachts that can travel around
the world.”

Marcela de Kern Royer, Principal at ONBOARD Group & Monaco & Genoa Superyacht
hub concurs, pointing out that the “fast cars” brand of advertising with its emphasis
on speed alone is no longer relevant.

What has not changed is that the next generation are, like previous generations,
still looking for excitement. It`s rather that the notion of what constitutes an exciting
experience has been turned on its head. “I frequently hear from superyacht Owners
“My grandchildren don`t want to come on the boat anymore” observes Marcela
de Kern Royer. “Then I hear from friends of mine “Oh I don`t want to go on the
yacht anymore because it`s always the same story.” She echoes the view that this
emerging generation of Ultra High Net Worth individuals are more interested in using
a yacht or other asset for philanthropy or to undertake marine biology research
for instance. “They are not interested in another champagne party in St Tropez,”
Marcela concludes.
With younger Owners looking for a new type of adventure, what implications does
this have for crew? What skills will tomorrow`s crew need to have in order to secure
a coveted place on superyachts or private jets of the future?
“With so many electronics now, we need experienced crew on board,” comments
Stefano Vafiadis.“ Although in the future, Artificial Intelligence may solve this
problem, a bit like in the 90s where sailing yachts became much less dependent on
crew.”
It seems there`s a distinction to be made regarding the type of vessel, the purpose
for which it is used and the impact on crew. “There`s a very big difference between
how people use their yachts, depending on if it`s private or if it`s chartered,” Marcela
de Royer points out. “If it`s private, then they have more of a relationship with the
crew, if it`s charter, then the crew has a different guest party on board every week
so the relationship is naturally different.”
The types of skills needed by sailboat owners are different again. What is constant
across the superyacht industry is the increasing demand for crew with multiple skills
and talents, qualified for instance as personal trainers, to pilot submarines or even
to supervise the safe use of a plethora of different toys that Owners have never had
before.
From the business jet perspective, Matteo Atti reports distinct trends amongst
VistaJet clients and their relationship with crew. “Some people perceive the crew to
be part of their bubble. They bring their crew and their nannies with them,” he states.
“Others want to have a clear delineation between who is in the cockpit and who`s
in the cabin.”
As younger Owners recreate the luxury experience to reflect their aspirations, how
much attention do they pay to the issue dear to the hearts of their generation –
namely, sustainability?
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Giving her perspective on the luxury property sector,
Michala Chatel, Managing Partner at Ultima Collection
notes that the younger generation already have higher
expectations regarding sustainability. “With the new
generation there`s not that expectancy that everything
should be lit, that we leave doors open with the heating
on. We use sensors to conserve electricity, as properties
of 4000 sq metres should not be lit up all the time. The
new generation expect that these new elements are
taken into account.”

Michala Chatel

Michala underlines the importance of respecting the environment and the destination
where the property is located. “You`re not going to build a big pink hotel if you`re in a
big ski-slope,” she explains. Her company practices optimisation, using solar panels,
insulating doors and windows to ensure maximum efficiency. Local businesses are
employed to build and maintain properties, with local trees, cement and materials
used in construction. Any trees that need to be removed are replaced to promote
conservation as well as sustainability.
For Matteo Atti, the responsibility for promoting sustainability lies not just with the next
generation of clients but with the leaders of industry. “We should not expect our clients
to hold the knowledge on how to be more sustainable. We create the framework
so that those that fly with us can simply say yes.” he states. “As jet operators, luxury
property providers, yacht designers, we need to prepare for simple adoption. We
can`t expect our customers to be experts on this.”
While we anticipate the advent of hydrogen cells and electric engines, arguably 5 to
20 years ahead of us, Atti believes that we need to focus on what can be done now.
He advocates reductions in fuel that could be made via better routing, eliminating
empty legs via an UBER type system where the customer flies on the plane that is
already closest to him, and making sustainable aviation fuel more readily available.

Marcela de Royer

But for superyacht Owners, the cost-reward ratio of
implementing sustainability measures does not always add
up. The investment levels in research and development
required to enable superyachts to become sustainable can
be prohibitive. “People don`t realise how small this industry
is. There are only 666 yachts over 50m,” explains Marcela
de Royer. “Therefore, the R&D needed to implement these
changes is huge. If you are talking about a few products,
obviously the cost is going to be higher.”

She hears a frequent refrain from her clients. “Some owners say, “What`s it costing
me? For what I`m spending to have a more sustainable yacht, I`ll never make back
on saving fuel.” With yachting, as opposed to aviation, you really don`t save a lot
of money,” she concludes. However, for Next Generation Owners in particular, the
image of having a more sustainable yacht is important, often over-riding any cost
considerations.

Sustainability is not only important when it comes to spending money, but in raising it
too. Many financial institutions are now looking at clients` policies and track records
on sustainability as a condition of any financing. As Silvia Andriotto of JTC Group
points out, “The European Union, as part of its sustainability package, requires that
a percentage of your investment portfolio to be in sustainable projects, sustainable
finance, sustainable products.” Matteo Atti of VistaJet adds that his company is
required to provide a risk assessment related to climate change as part of the
standard requirement for equity-raising.
Alongside their interest in sustainability, the importance of technology and social
media in their lives is what sets this new generation of UHNWIs apart from their
predecessors. So, with the ever-changing array of social media channels
available, how should we communicate with Next Generation Owners? How will
they consume information in the future?
Marcela de Royer is clear: “I tell my clients that they need to be obsessed with their
clients. Know what watch they wear, what car they drive, what do they follow
online. If you are targeting the older generation you use another strategy, but if
you are targeting the younger generation, you use social media.” She makes the
point that a lot of younger HNWIs are gamers and bitcoin investors. Marketing via
the right game or new app could be the perfect way to target them. Her top tip?
“You need to invest in Big Data which is THE trend to really understand your
consumers. Then find marketing strategies to target them specifically.”
While the attention span of the NextGen consumer shrinks - “You now have just 8
seconds to grab their attention” says de Royer - and the traditional ways of
marketing become all but obsolete, the job of the luxury asset marketeer is an
increasingly challenging one.
“The old ways of marketing are completely dead” concurs Stefano Vafiadis. He
reports that the shipyards in Italy are now selling yachts online.
Indeed, meeting the demands of the next generation of superyacht, business jet
and luxury property Owners will necessitate a pattern of constant adaptation.
Catering for this tech-savvy, adventurous and environmentally aware market
will continue to create opportunities and challenges for everyone in the luxury
industries.
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